Prosper In Perth County: Quadro Communications
Transcript
Techno music begins. A shot of blue blinking computer software appears. Fades to a shot of
equipment and spindles of wire. “Prosper in Perth County” appears on the screen in white text.
Cuts to shots of the warehouse. Cuts to a close-up shot of Jason standing and looking at the
camera, with spindles of wire behind him.
Jason: “My name is Jason Wright, I work at Quadro Communication. I do install and repair
work.”
Jason gets out of a white Quadro Communication branded pick-up truck and walks into the
building. Cuts to Jason plugging in wires. We hear Jason speak.
Cuts to a close-up shot of Jason standing and looking at the camera, with spindles or wire
behind him.
Jason: “I would say that every day is different, some days it could be installing a telephone
phone system, other days will be residential work where we’re installing say fibre into the
house, and putting in our ONT and running a line for internet and connecting them that way.”
A wire is placed into a machine. An LED screen blinks. Cuts to a shot of an award that Quadro
Communications won. Shot of Jason moving wires in a dark room with blue lights blinking.
Jason gets out of a white pick-up truck. We hear Jason speak.
Jason: “Some days it’s all repair work, it just depends on the day and what’s going on. Not only
does Quadro supply fibre optic internet throughout the County, it’s been here for over ten
years. The business community loves the fibre because now we can give them the availability
for upload speeds.”
Jason walks out of the truck across the parking lot, with a toolbox in hand. Shot focuses on
Jason while he’s driving. We hear Jason speak.
Jason: “I see a lot of people leaving and then coming back realizing the opportunities that are
here. Friends and family that moved away are now coming back because they see the value of
living in a small community or a rural community. There’s a lot going on there, there’s a lot of
infrastructure going into the ground, its expanding.”
Cuts to a close-up shot of John as he speaks to the camera, with windows and the Quadro sign
as the backdrop. Shot cuts to John working on computers in a dark room with blue lights.

John: “So consequently what we have or what we find is that people are moving from the big
city out to a rural, country property because they have the internet connection. We’re looking
towards the future all of the time, and we are part of the future with our fibre optic cable and
internet. So we need technically skilled and trained individuals to make that work.”
Cuts to show hands working on a piece of technology. Jason walks to his truck, shot cuts to him
driving. Cuts to Jason getting parcels from a reception desk. We hear Jason speak.
Jason: “It is technology based, and there is a big number of people retiring and now it is being
backfilled by younger people – and they’re not afraid of technology. Instead of working for a
large corporation where you more or less a number with a small company like ours, you matter,
you’re not just a number here.”
Cuts to a close-up show of John as he speaks to the camera, with windows and the Quadro sign
as the backdrop. The screen scans a room of computers with blue and blinking lights.
John: “The more and more we connect in our homes and want to connect to the internet.
We’re on the cutting edge, and where we’re going to end up, it’s just a matter of where the
technology is going to go.”
Cuts to the outdoor Quadro Communications sign. Screen fades to white and the Perth County
logo appears with the County website and Opportunity Lives Here website listed below.
Hashtag Prosper in Perth County appears on the screen under the text.

